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The first comparative examination of planning paradigms
This text begins with the principle that the ability to anticipate and plan is an essential feature of intelligent systems, whether human or machine. It further assumes that better planning results in greater achievements. With these principles as a foundation, Planning in Intelligent Systems provides readers with the tools needed to better understand the process of planning and to become better planners themselves.    

The text is divided into two parts:    

	Part One, "Theoretical," discusses the predominant schools of thought in planning: psychology and cognitive science, organizational science, computer science, mathematics, artificial intelligence, and systems theory. In particular, the book examines commonalities and differences among the goals, methods, and techniques of these various approaches to planning. The result is a better understanding of the process of planning through the cross-fertilization of ideas. Each chapter contains a short introduction that sets forth the interrelationships of that chapter to the main ideas featured in the other chapters.
	Part Two, "Practical," features six chapters that center on a case study of The Netherlands Railways. Readers learn to apply theory to a real-world situation and discoverhow expanding their repertoire of planning methods can help solve seemingly intractable problems.


All chapters have been contributed by leading experts in the various schools of planning and carefully edited to ensure a consistent high standard throughout.    

This book is designed to not only expand the range of planning tools used, but also to enable readers to use them more effectively. It challenges readers to look at new approaches and learn from new schools of thought. Planning in Intelligent Systems delivers effective planning approaches for researchers, professors, students, and practitioners in artificial intelligence, computer science, cognitive psychology, and mathematics, as well as industry planners and managers.     

       About the Author
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Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine in OphthalmologyHumana Press, 2012

	In the last few decades, stem cell research has developed groundbreaking technologies

	to both study and treat diseases. This research has proven fruitful for

	the field of ophthalmology, especially in recent years. With its relative immune

	privilege, the eye has proven an ideal testing ground for stem cell therapies.
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Dreamweaver CS4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
What’s in a name? In the case of Adobe’s Dreamweaver, you find one of the most appropriate product names around. Web page design is a blend of art and craft; whether you’re a deadline-driven professional or a vision-filled amateur, Dreamweaver provides an intuitive way to make your Web visions a reality. Dreamweaver implies...
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The Official Ubuntu Book (7th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2012

	Ubuntu is a complete, free operating system that emphasizes ease of use, community, and support while enhancing speed, power, and flexibility. It is designed for everyone from computer novices to experts.


	This title serves a wide audience: novices who just want to test the waters and give Ubuntu a try,...
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The Waite Group's C++ How-ToSams Publishing, 1999
C++ How-To presents a rich diversity of examples and techniques for pushing C++ to its limits and beyond.  Readers locate information by task or function and then walk through a series of How-Tos to find the solution.  No current C++ refere  -The all-new definitive C++ problem-solving  resource!  Programmers can quickly and efficiently find...
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HCI Models, Theories, and Frameworks: Toward a Multidisciplinary Science (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
In the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), researchers and practitioners from diverse disciplines in the social sciences, information technology, engineering, and computer science all strive to improve the relationship, or interface, between person and machine. The multidisciplinary tradition of HCI certainly has enriched its development....
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Multimedia Messaging Service: An Engineering Approach to MMSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) is regarded as the best-of-the breed of proven messaging technologies, surpassing SMS and electronic mail to offer a truly multimedia experience to mobile users. The first commercial solutions appeared on the market in 2002 and the penetration rate of MMS is now quickly approaching the required level for...
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